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Abstract

Marriage in Islam is the legal contract that has religious bindings and is highly revered and
extolled in Islam. Great emphasis is laid for protection and maintenance of this contract and
certain rights and duties become its integral part. A temporary marriage with the intention of
divorce is called ╒al┐lah which is condemned and highly abhorred in Islam. The prime objective
of this research is to find out the real concept of ╒al┐lah in Islam in the light of basic sources
Qur’┐n and Sunnah. The present research also aims to draw attention of the masses to this
subject and to evaluate misconceptions regarding moral and ethical bases of the distorted
projection of Islamic injunctions on the issue of ╒al┐lah. A descriptive study in this regard was
conducted to analyze the differences and clarifying the concepts of masses by elaborating the
Qur’┐nic verses, their elucidation in various taf┐s┘r, traditions of the Prophet Mu╒ammad
(S.A.W) and juristic opinions of major schools of thought in Islamic Law. The findings of the
research brings forth logical arguments that support the theme of this research and a situation
in the present Pakistani context is also briefly given to give the perspective of country laws
prevalent in Pakistan. It was concluded that ╒al┐lah marriages are distorting the moral and
ethical basis of Islam and due to wrong concept of ╒al┐lah people are making the mockery of
Divine laws. The prevalent concept of ╒al┐lah among masses is totally different from the
Islamic concept given through Qur’┐nic injunctions. This can be rectified only by awareness and
proper guidance to Islamic injunctions.
Key words: Muslim Family Law, ║al┐q Raj‘┘, ‘Iddah, ╓al┐lah.

Introduction:
The social building of Islam stands on the footing ground of matrimonial institution which
enables the married couple to have sexual relations in legal manner. This bond expresses a
socially recognized relationship which leads to preservation
of human species and growth by
love and affection with a sense of their responsibility.1 In order to elude any stains and tints on
this relationship, not only the Quranic teachings but traditions of Prophet Mu╒ammad ﷺhave
given proper set of rules that enable the married 2couple to serve this bond gallantly and
graciously even after the breakdown of this relation. In the institution of Muslim Family law,
═al┐q-e-raj’┘ is such type of revocable divorce after the decree of which husband can reconcile
with his wife within the waiting period. If the ‘iddah period is completed after the utterance of
first and then second divorce but prior to the pronouncement of divorce at the third time,
husband has choice to take his wife back by reconciliation with her. This form of separation is
known as ═al┐q e-b┐in ╖ughr┐. After the utterance of third divorce which is commonly known as
═al┐q e-b┐in kubr┐ or mughalla╘ah, there remain no way of reunification between them until and
unless the extraordinary condition of ╒al┐lah is ought to be filled out.
In the practice of ╒al┐lah the lady who has been divorced irrevocably by her husband,
marries second time to some other body with the sincere intention of living with him in
good conscience but again unluckily if she also becomes divorcee of second husband after
triple divorce or widowed if death approaches him, then after passing the ‘iddah
period,
Islam does not raise any objection if she wants to remarry with the first husband.3
In fact, the misconception of ╒al┐lah is the repulsive corollary of pronouncement of multiple
numbers of divorces in Pakistani society. The true concept of ╒al┐lah that has been taught by
the Qur’┐n in verse 230 of S┴rah al-Baqarah neither expounded nor finds favor in practical
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manner in Pakistan by general public. Shar┘‘ah being the ultimate letter of law, there are
specific procedures of marriage and separate rules for men and women under the terms of
Islamic law for divorce. Though religion provides the legal framework of the society but in
contemporary lifestyles, people are ignorant of legal matters and this subtle issue really
needs public attention. This research is aimed to analyze the implication of ╒al┐lah marriages
and their effects in morals of society and to examine the effects of ╒al┐lah marriages in
psychological perspective on the family. It is also focused to know if religion support such
marriages and to find out why Shar┘ah has disapproved it and what the negative
repercussions of these marriages are?
Unfortunately the concept of ╒al┐lah is contrary to Islam in Pakistani society and the
obnoxious practice of preplanned ╒al┐lah is very common, in which after triple divorce the
former husband arranges some person in order to marry his ex-wife and then divorce her.
The first husband does so in order to make her legal for him by the new contract of
marriage. It is no doubt this preplanned ╒al┐lah practice is mockery of Divine injunctions
and Prophet Muhammad ﷺhas noticeably rejected this practice in his traditions.4 Sadly, the
masses of Pakistan simply in the label of Islam, wrongly practiced this concept. Generally
people do not follow the true Islamic injunctions regarding remarriage after divorce to the
ex-husband. However, lack of knowledge of Islam, public ignorance of Islamic teachings
and weakness in implementation of legislation of Islamic laws are the fundamental causes of
such wrong practices.
In this research different methods of dissolution of marriage according to Islamic injunctions
and misconception regarding ╒al┐lah prevailing in Pakistani society are discussed. A
comparison is made between the core principles of Islamic law and contemporary laws
along with practices of individuals.
It is need of time that awareness be raised for Islamic
teachings and family laws5 in order to have a true conception of ╒al┐lah, a person must have
complete and correct perception of marriage and divorce system in Islam.
Marriage Customs in Pre-Islamic Era:
In the pre-Islamic era there were four types of marriages according to Ha╔rat ‘└yesha R.A.,
the first type of marriage was similar to the present system of marriage i.e. in order to
marry with a girl a guy used to go to the person under whose guardianship the girl was
supervised and asked for her hand from him or go to her father if he is alive, in order to ask
for marriage with her if father came to be affirmative response after that, this guy by giving
her wedding gift according to the custom then marry her. In the second type of marriage
customs, the after gaining purity from menstruation period, in order to have child of noble
breed the person who marries a woman would say to his wife to go this and that person in
order to have conjugal relations with him. Afterwards her husband would neither sleep
with her nor approach her until and unless she conceives pregnancy from the other man
with whom she had sexual relations. After when she became expected then her husband
used to sleep with her
if he desires so. In the days of J┐hiliyyah such type of marriage was
known as al-Istib╔┐‘.6
In third kind of marriage a crowd of nearly ten men used to gather and all of them entered
upon a woman to have sexual relations with her, and all of them would have sexual pleasure
with her. Subsequently if she became expected of having a child in her womb, after
pregnancy then delivery from a child-birth and she used to gather all the persons. When all
the persons come and gathered at one place after gaining their attention she used say by all
of them. O men of honor! Nobody is unaware of what you have done with me even all of
you know it well and now I have gathered all of you in order to communicate that after
prenatal period I have delivered a baby. At that moment she would have to take the name of
person to whom she loved the most afterwards she had to give child under his supervision
and this person never ever refused to take him in any way. In the fourth type and last
custom of marriage was that number of man used to enter upon a lady in order to have
sexual relation with her. She invites all of them and never ever stops anyone to come to her.
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So those were the prostitutes who used to inject red ribbons outside their doors as signs and
then interested persons used to have sexual relations. After giving birth to a child
subsequently passing the pregnancy period, all of the persons used to gather at one place and
also called the Q┐’ifs at this place. The Q┐’ifs would let the child to whom he resembles the
most then after deep judgment this lady she used to let his adherence to him after wards this
child would be called as his son. This person could never reject to take him. However,
when Messenger of Islam Prophet Mu╒ammadﷺcame with Divine revelation, then and
there he wiped out all these vile customs of pre-Islamic age of ignorance, from7 the roots
especially abhorrent marriage customs prevailing in Arabs in the days of J┐hiliyyah.
Institution of Marriage in Islam:
Marriage is a civil and religious contract by which a man gets into a relationship with a
woman for the purpose of the civilized society. Divorce is dissolution of a marriage bond by
legal process or by accepted custom. The virtues of happy and harmonious matrimonial
relations have Divine sanctity and pleasure. Marriage in Islam is a unique Institution which
constitutes the foundation of family and community relationship, the backbone of social
system in Islam. Mutual interaction is the fundanental bond of marriage relationships. It is
no doubt that marriage institution leads to up lift of man and it is means for continuance of
human race.8
After marriage husband can only exercise his one of the two rights of divorce and after the
pronouncement of third time there is no option of reconciliation at all so the contract of
marriage dissolves. If the spouses want to reunite by their own will, they are not permitted
to do it, neither the man can take his words of divorce back nor can they couple by fresh
bond of marriage.9
Prohibition of re-union of couple after triple divorce:
After being divorced thrice, Islam prohibits the couple to get married again unless the
extraordinary condition of ╒al┐lah is fulfilled. It means they are not permitted to get into
wed-lock again until the ex-wife joins in matrimony to another man. The person to whom
she consummated the marriage second time, either divorces her out of his own decisional
motivation or get deceased then after ‘iddah she is allowed to marry to the first husband. In
order to avoid the occurrence of triple divorce and to shield the integrity of the woman this
imperative is specified by the Islamic Shar┘‘ah.10
Concept of ╓al┐lah in Islam:
If the second marriage is contracted with the conditional plan or aim to make her legitimate to
her first husband, this concept contradicts with the wisdom of Islamic teachings. The central
idea here is that a ╒al┐lah cannot be pre-planned, as a nik┐╒ between her and the second spouse
with an indulgent of intention an immediate separation afterwards would not be considered as
valid contract of marriage. If she prepares to do so, then it would be a prohibited relationship
with the second husband and also with the former husband with whom she emanates to live
her life after a pre-planned practice of ╒al┐lah. Prophet Muhammad  ﷺhas cursed both such
men who perform ╒al┐lah and for whom ╒al┐lah is performed.
After the utterance of three divorces (═al┐q b┐’in) there is only one way of reconciliation
between the divorced spouses and this way is called ╒al┐lah. ╓al┐lah can be defined as after
‘iddah of divorce from the first husband, the second marriage contract would be laid down
between her and another person and marriage should be legally cohabited and later at times if
this woman divorced by him or else become widow because of his death, after passing the
legal period of ‘iddah this lady can back together with the ex-husband by new contract of
3
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marriage.11 A man who divorces his wife by three pronouncements of divorce, she is not
lawful for him.12
A woman who has been divorced by pronouncement of ═al┐q thrice becomes ╒ar┐m for first
husband. The cohabitation between the divorced couple is not valid until and unless
divorced women legally marry another person and have legal relation with him. However,
if second husband divorces her then she will become lawful for the first husband provided
that there is no intention of re-marriage to the first while signing the contract with the
second husband.13
A person, who is involved in marrying his ex-wife with some other person by the intention
to remove the legal bar between them to marry her again, would be a sinner because the
Prophet Mu╒ammad  ﷺhas showered curse on both of them, i.e. person who commits
╒al┐lah and for whom ╒al┐lah was committed. So the second marriage was not14legal because
there was no intention of union for life rather only for the purpose of ╒al┐lah.
If the marriage has been consummated in this manner then it would be b┐═il or void
marriage so there is no need of observance of ‘iddah period, the reason behind this is if there
is no legal marriage between the parties then there would be no need of observance of
‘iddah period. As marriage contracted for the purpose of ╒al┐lah is void marriage so the
‘iddah period is not necessary for this type of marriage.15
When the husband has given wife the divorce thrice, he is not allowed to re-marry her until
she legally contracted second marriage to another husband. This second husband at any span
of life either divorces her or gets deceased then after that she can marry to the first husband.
So the legal bar between the divorced couple can only be removed by natural way, the
acceptable way of ╒al┐lah.16 The ╖a╒┘╒ ╒ad┘th explains that to make his divorced-wife ╒al┐l
for him, if a person marries her to another person secretly and also plans that he would
divorce her after nik┐╒ it is no doubt an illegal act. This contract of marriage is not a
marriage, but a contract of illegal-relation. Through this pre-planned nik┐╒, a woman is not
at all become ╒al┐l for the first husband.17
Concept of ╒al┐lah in the light of Qur’┐n:
The injunctions of the Qur’┐n demonstrate that the concept of ╒al┐lah is indirectly
discussed by the Qur’┐n as word "╒al┐lah " has not been used in the Qur’┐n. However
Qur’┐n uses the word ╒al┐l instead of ╒al┐lah, so it seems the word has been derived
from the root "╒ll" (lawful). So it means, a course in which a definitely divorced lady
can again become ╒al┐l (lawful) for her husband. The foremost condition is that she
marries to the second husband without any pre-plan; in any turn of life if second
husband divorces her or gets deceased then this lady after passing the ‘iddah can marry
to the first husband if she wants.18 The Qur’┐n discusses the concept of ╒al┐lah in
chapter 2, verse 230 in which Allah Almighty said;
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“And if he has divorced her (for the third time), then she is not lawful to him
afterward until (after) she marries a husband other than him. And if the latter
husband divorces her (or dies), there is no blame upon the woman and her
former husband for returning to each other if they think that they can keep
(within) the limits of Allah . These are the limits of Allah, which He makes clear
to a people who know.”
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╓al┐lah in the Light of Taf┐s┘r:
Different mufassirs have elaborated the concept of ╒al┐lah in their own thought conveying the
same concept but their expression is varied. In The Meaning of Holy Qur’┐n20 through
authentic traditions it is warned that pre-planned arrangement of ╒al┐lah marriage is strictly
prohibited in Islam. In such practice a certain person should marry a certain divorced lady
with the intention that he would divorce her again to enable the former husband to remarry
his divorced wife. If somebody acted upon this then it would be an unlawful act and such a
marriage shall be no marriage at all but considered as an act of adultery
and woman shall not
become lawful wife of the first husband by such pre-planned scheme.21
In the tafs┘r The Noble Quran22 it is stated that when the husband triple divorces his wife then
this divorced lady becomes unlawful for the husband unless she goes in to wed-lock with
some other person and this second husband cohabits the marriage in legal manner. If the
second husband divorces her without any pressure then after passing ‘iddah of divorce this
lady can marry the first husband. Both can marry provided the condition that they intend to
fulfill their mutual obligations and will remain within the limits prescribed by Allah
Almighty. Otherwise there is danger of reoccurrence of mutual dissensions and
encroachment on mutual rights and obligations and they will fall into sin.23
The Light of the Holy Qur’┐n24 explains that contract of marriage is annulled after utterance of
third divorce. Now, if the former husband wishes to remarry her he cannot do this unless
the divorced lady marries someone else having a sincere intention of living with him,
incarnate her life with him faithfully and also have marital relation with him. After that, if,
for some reason, the second husband divorced her, she can remarry her former husband.
This interpretation gives the clear description of concept of ╒al┐lah. Some people resort to
╒al┐lah fake marriage, to evade this law, but they should remember that no trickery can
make lawful what Allah Almighty has declared unlawful.25 He who marries a woman with
the intention of divorce clearly disobeys the commands of Allah Almighty.26
Tays┘r al Qur’┐n27 is the tafs┘r in which the writer has given the concept of ╒al┐lah very
elaborately. He explains the prohibition of ╒al┐lah marriage and its awful aspects. If a person
makes his divorced wife marry another person in order to make her ╒al┐l for himself then
this marriage is not valid but in fact a clear obscenity. Through this pre-planned marriage
and divorce this woman does not become lawful for the first husband. Prophet Mu╒ammad
 ﷺhas cursed those people who are involved in ╒al┐lah practice.28 Act of triple divorce in
one session and ╒al┐lah 29means contempt of verses of Allah because it’s a mockery to mold
the meaning of verses of Allah Almighty. To avoid the punishment Allah Almighty has
prescribed, limits of Allah Almighty must not be crossed.30
The last tafs┘r taken for this discussion was Bay┐n al –Qur’┐n. It states that after
pronouncement of divorce thrice the woman becomes unlawful for him. It is not necessary
either divorce is in clear words or not but if intention is there then divorce will occur,
means they cannot reunite with each other until she marries second time with some other
person and second husband also have marital relations with her. Without any planning if
second husband divorces her, then it is no sin for her if she marries to the first husband after
passing through ‘iddah period. This is called ╒al┐lah in Islam.31
╓al┐lah in the Light of Traditions of Prophet Mu╒ammadﷺ:
If a woman is divorced by three pronouncements after which her husband wants to take her
back, it is not allowed. If a second man marries her, and he has no intention to have a
matrimonial or family life with her permanently; rather he intends to divorce her after
5
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marriage and having sexual intercourse, so this marriage is a fake and this type of temporary
marriage, is not acceptable in Islam and totally against the Islamic Shar┘‘ah.
╗a╒┘╒ Muslim (chapter 17, ╒ad┘th 1836 states that it is not permissible for a women while she has
been thrice-divorced to return to the one who divorced her until she marries another husband who
has intercourse with her, then divorces her, and she completes the ‘iddah; It was narrated that
‘└yishah [R.A] said; Once upon a time a woman who was wife of Rifaah came to Prophet
Muhammad  ﷺand said that “I was wife of Rif┐‘ah but he divorced me by three pronouncements.
After triple divorce, I married ‘Abd-ur-Rahman b. al- Zubair, but he proved impotent.” The
Prophet Muhammad  ﷺsmiled and said to her: ‘Do you want to go back to Rif┐‘ah? No, not until
you taste his (‘Abd-ur-Rahman’s) sweetness and he tastes your sweetness.’’32 The same report has
been mentioned by al-Tirmidhi in J┐mi‘ (chapter 27),33 and al-Nis┐’i in Sunan (chapter 43).34
In chapter 28 of J┐mi‘ al-Tirmidhi having named what has been related about the mu╒allil and
mu╒allal lahu (the one who does it and the one for whom this practice is done), in which it is
reported that; J┐bir b. ‘Abdullah and ‘Ali narrated: the Prophet Mu╒ammad  ﷺcursed
Mu╒allil and the Mu╒allal-lahu”.35 It means the curse is for both; the one who does it, and the
one for whom it is done. The same point has also been reported in Sunan of Ab┘ D┐w┴d
(chapter 14/15),36 Another ╒ad┘th reported by Ibn M┐jah in his Sunan (chapter 33) clearly
states that: “The Messenger of Allah cursed the Mu╒alill and the Mu╒allal lahu.”37 ‘Uqbah b.
‘Amir narrated that the Messenger of Allah  ﷺsaid: ‘Shall I not tell you of a rented bull.” All
of them said: “why not, O Prophet Muhammad ”!ﷺHe said: “He is Mu╒allil. May Allah
curse the Mu╒allil and the Mu╒allal lahu.’’38
‘Ali, Ibn Mas‘┴d, Abu Hurayrah and ‘Uqbah b. ‘└mir (R.A) all relate the tradition to the
effect that Prophet Mu╒ammad  ﷺcursed all the persons who indulge in such vain acts. The
curse proves the prohibition of ╒al┐lah, because a permissible deed never causes a curse.
The person who performs ╒al┐lah is named, in the ╒ad┘th, a rented bull which stresses the
gravity of evil in this act. Through these a╒┐d┘th of Prophet Mu╒ammad  ﷺit became evident
that temporarily marrying a second husband for the sake of getting married again to the first
husband is not lawful according to above narrations. No Muslim is allowed to go against the
Divine law.
╓al┐lah in the Light of Four Sunni Schools of Thought :
There is no contradiction on the point that nik┐╒ contracted on condition that second
husband will divorce his wife after consummating the marriage in order to make her
permissible for the first husband, is ╒ar┐m and all those people who are involved in this
practice deserve curse upon them. It is required that all Muslims should strive to avoid this.
If some person gets involved in this so here the question arises that is a nik┐╒ contracted in
this manner is valid or not? Whether this lady after getting divorced from the second
husband becomes lawful for the first husband or not? Either the condition of divorce after
consummating the marriage is binding on the second husband or not?39
The nik┐╒ contracted on the base of ╒al┐lah is makr┴h but does not become f┐sid in the eyes
of Im┐m Ab┴ ╓an┘fah and after that nik┐╒ she becomes lawful for the previous husband. He
gives evidence of his point that Prophet Mu╒ammad ﷺhas cursed on both mu╒allil and
mu╒allal lahu which means that nik┐╒ becomes makr┴h but not f┐sid. So after consummation
of second marriage she becomes allowed for the first husband (after death of second husband
or divorce from him).40 According to Im┐m Ab┴ Y┴suf this nik┐╒ is f┐sid so she cannot
become lawful for the first husband. But the point of view of Im┐m Mu╒ammad is that this
nik┐╒ is valid because of the reason that nik┐╒ cannot become b┐═il on any condition. This
6
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woman cannot become lawful for the former husband due to the reason that he made haste
to gain her after divorce in the same manner as an inheritor becomes devoid of right of
property who kills the person from whom he was inherited.41 Im┐m Mu╒ammad agrees
with the point of view of Ab┴ ╓an┘fah that this nik┐╒ to the second husband is valid.
According to them no condition can make a nik┐╒ invalid but as the main purpose of nik┐╒ is
ever living with husband becomes put an end to prior to pre-planned ╒al┐lah nik┐╒ (with the
second husband) so punishment is given to the first husband in such a manner that his
divorced wife does not becomes permissible for him after divorced from second husband.42
According to Sh┐fi‘i school, if ta╒l┘l condition is insisted on in contract of nik┐╒ for example
he says that I marry her in order to make her lawful for the first husband or if he says she
would be divorced from me after consummating the marriage then it would be a b┐═il nik┐╒.
This lady will not become legal for first husband.43
Im┐m M┐lik and his followers agree that the nik┐╒ contracted on the condition of ta╒l┘l is not
the contract of nik┐╒ at all. They give their evidence on it that the main purpose of nik┐╒ is that
the married couple should live together forever and it is also condition for nik┐╒ and this
condition become void due to ta╒l┘l nik┐╒ so neither this nik┐╒ becomes valid nor she becomes
permissible for the first husband.44 According to ╓anbli fiqh if intention of ╒al┐lah is there or
condition of ╒al┐lah is stipulated prior to nik┐╒ then in both cases nik┐╒ would be b┐═il and she
would not become permissible for the former husband from whom she was divorced.45
Logical Arguments for disapproving ╒al┐lah Marriage:
Marriage is a sacred institution which is meant for permanence. It is never temporary and the
couple in wed-lock is called mu╒╖in and Mu╒╖inah (╒i╖n meaning protection) as they are
protecting each other’s dignity and honor. Had nik┐╒ meant any temporary basis, the Qur’┐n
would not have titled them so. Since they are protecting each other’s dignity and honor, how
can this purpose be fulfilled if a woman is married on precondition of getting divorced after
conjugal relations with new husband, in order to become lawful for the first husband? Given
that mu╒╖in┘n means protection of each other, it is also meant for closing the door for illicit
relations. ╓al┐lah gives the room for sexual immorality and is cursed by the Prophet (S.A.W)
in various traditions. The Companions of the Prophet (S.A.W) ‘Umar (R.A) punished such
couple with stoning to death while ‘Uthman (R.A) declared ╒al┐lah marriage as invalid and
decreed that such marriage is devoid of the essence of nik┐╒.
Marriage in Islam is also called ’i╒╖┐n opposite of mus┐fa╒ah but ╒al┐lah is actually mus┐fa╒ah,
i.e. sex being the main objective of marriage opposite to the traits of marriage like
procreation, love, affection, legality and permanence. By ignoring these traits, on one hand
it opens a blatant way of sexual desires while on the other hand opens up possibilities for
clandestine illicit relations after divorce. It was for the same reason that the mut’ah marriage
was declared illegal. Moreover, a marriage just for one night for making the woman ╒al┐l
for the first husband worth nothing more than fornication and is strongly denounced by all
scholars and ‘Ulam┐’.
Legal Framework for ╒al┐lah Marriage in Pakistan:
Dissolution of marriage in Pakistan is governed by various laws like Guardians Ward Act
(1890), Child Marriage Restraint Act (1929), Dissolution of Muslim Marriage Act (1939),
Muslim Family Law Ordinance (1961), Muslim Family Law Rules (1961), West Pakistan
Muslim Personal Law, Shariah Application Act (1962), etc. Muslim Family Law Ordinance
1961 has prescribed a certain procedure, for dissolution of marriage; a husband has to go
through the reconciliation process after decree from court. Even if he doesn’t fulfill this
procedure, divorce is still enforced. He is then required to give notice to Chairman Union
Council about the divorce at the earliest. Till late 1970s, after promulgation of Zina
7
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Ordinance, if the husband didn’t notify the Union Council, as per MFLO procedure, the
repudiated wife can be charged of adultery if she remarries, thus it became a tool for
victimization. But in 1980s, the courts validated the divorce even if the husband failed to
notify Union Council as per MFLO clause. The husband can re-unite with wife after first
and second divorce by a fresh nik┐╒ without any intervening marriage MFLO Section 7 (6)
states. But after the third divorce (irrevocable) the wife loses legality for the husband
without an intervening marriage. The wisdom for this intervening marriage is explained in
exegesis of the Glorious Qur’┐n, The Meaning of Qur’┐n by Abu al-A‘l┐ Maududi that Arabs
has pre-Islamic custom to divorce their wives and then remarry them for innumerable
times. This heinous custom was not only disgrace of woman as well as she was unable to
marry any other person.46 The Glorious Qur’┐n shuts the door for this cruel norm. The
highest authoritative courts have fortified this ruling of Qur’┐n in their pronouncements.47
Conclusion:
╓al┐lah is a concept which is mal-practiced by Muslims because of ignorance of Islamic
injunctions and making a mockery of the Divine laws. Qur’┐nic concept of ╒al┐lah has no precondition of divorce at the time of marriage and if the second marriage gets dissolved by the
couple’s own differences or the wife becomes widow, only then the woman can remarry her
former husband. This natural and incidental dissolution of later marriage is the prime objective
given in the Glorious Qur’┐n. An elucidation of Qur’┐nic verses and traditions of the Prophet
(S.A.W) are given to support this stance. A brief summary from various exegesess of the
Qur’┐n also explain that ╒al┐lah marriage is strongly condemned as marriage is meant for
permanence and precondition of divorce to contract marriage is a grave sin cursed by the
Prophet (S.A.W). The jurists have interpreted the verses of the Qur’┐n and based their
arguments on the basis of traditions as well as the decrees of the companions on the same
issue. The eminent Juristic opinions also condone the theory of condemning the ╒al┐lah
marriage. The Muslim Family Law Ordinance (1961) and Higher Court decrees also underpin
such marriage as illegal and cursed. It is need of time that awareness about actual concept of
╒al┐lah has to be brought among masses through diverse measures.
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